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The first article in the inaugural issue of the New England Journal of Medicine and Surgery, in January 1812, was a treatise on angina pectoris by John Warren, a founding member of Harvard Medical School. Warren’s clinical descriptions should still sound familiar to anyone who has treated coronary artery disease. His therapeutic strategies, in contrast, appear downright bizarre. He treated one patient, a “plethoric” clergyman, with stimulants, bloodletting (see Fig. 1), and topical ether, then with more bloodletting, opium, powerful laxatives, and caustic agents that blistered the skin over his sternum. As the patient’s anginal attacks intensified, Warren tried asafetida (see Fig. 2) — a botanical resin known as “Devil’s dung” for its sulfuric, excremental smell — and additional caustics such as silver nitrate to provoke draining blisters on his thighs and arms. With the clinical picture worsening, Warren sent his patient on a therapeutic voyage to Georgia, “where he passed the winter, and suffered less violent attacks than in a more northern climate” (1812a; see box for cited Journal articles). When the minister returned to Boston and his attacks again intensified, Warren added arsenic and bled him vigorously, to no avail. Before his patient’s death, Warren noted that the minister’s condition improved somewhat with the use of tobacco.

Seen at a remove of two centuries, Warren’s treatments seem excessive, even futile. Apart from opiates — which still have a role in treating severe angina — they have nothing in common with today’s cardiovascular therapeutics. Thrombolytic agents, antiplatelet drugs, beta-blockers, stents, and bypass surgery — the mechanisms of which are understood in many cases at a molecular level — have demonstrably improved the patient’s odds of surviving and leading a productive life, even after a major heart attack. Yet an examination of the history of therapeutic practice can do more than simply chart our progress over the past two centuries. It can also demonstrate how change occurs in medicine, revealing what has been gained and what opportunities have been lost along the way.

As generations of physicians have sought more rational bases for medical practice, they have swung between the poles of enthusiasm and skepticism. They have sought therapeutic power...
and confidence by reducing their scope of vision toward more precise targets of intervention and measures of success, sometimes losing sight in the process of the broader significance of therapy within the lives of patients and populations. A historical approach to therapeutics, as examined through the pages of the Journal, can help to redirect our attention toward the practical context in which medicine has evolved.

THERAPEUTICS IN CONTEXT
Although many practices of 19th-century physicians sound macabre to us today, it is important to understand that their therapeutics actually worked — within the context of a very different way of thinking about disease and therapeutic efficacy. Both patients and doctors in 1812 generally believed that health and disease were related to the balance and free flow of the four humors: blood, phlegm, black bile, and yellow bile. They also shared expectations about therapeutics: a remedy should provoke powerful symptoms to restore balance and flow. A patient who was feverish, flushed, and delirious from malaria could be calmed and cooled, at least to the touch, by bleeding. Patients who were convinced that their suffering stemmed from intestinal obstructions were gratified by the voluminous vomiting and diarrhea that emetics and cathartics produced. Moreover, treatments were tailored to individual characteristics, such as age, habits, occupation, and locale.

Humoral therapeutics took a distinctly American turn in the young republic. Warren’s seemingly buckshot therapeutic approach evokes caricatures of the practitioner of “heroic medicine,” an approach commonly associated with Philadelphia’s Benjamin Rush. Heroic medicine employed dramatic interventions to “shock” the body back into a state of humoral balance and health. The more dire the disease, the more heroic the intervention.

An 1812 article in the Journal advised “copious bleeding” of patients with gunshot wounds — a therapeutic strategy that seems oxymoronic until we recall that physicians’ principal concern (once the initial hemorrhage was stayed) lay in preventing suppuration and gangrene. Since these processes were known to follow inflammation and fever, and bloodletting reduced visible signs of both, physicians had a moral imperative to bleed as much as was tolerable in order to save life and limb (1812d). Therapeutic rationality took many forms.

SKEPTICISM, ENTHUSIASM, AND THE THERAPEUTIC IMPERATIVE
The Journal’s inaugural issue featured a largely favorable review of Rush’s teachings, along with the lament that “were our knowledge of diseases and their treatment as definite as our acquaintance with the forms and laws of matter; there would be neither doubt nor diversity in medical practice, and mankind would be entitled to reach the allotted period of three score years and ten” (1812c).

Yet doubt and diversity were on the rise. Boston soon became home to a skeptical practice style that directly disparaged Rush’s heroic approach. Even in the Journal’s first issue, Jacob Bigelow critiqued the varied rationales justifying existing treatments for burns and appealed for empirical evidence to support the “negative mode of treating burns, which should...
Many factors fostered the spread of skepticism about therapeutics during the first half of the 19th century. American doctors admired the work of Pierre Louis and the “numerical method” taught at La Charité Hospital in Paris, where Louis tallied up outcomes in patients with pneumonia who were treated with or without bloodletting and found no measurable difference. The local marketplace played a role as well: “regular” physicians faced competition from homeopaths, hydropaths, naturopaths, eccentrics, and other sectarians who lampooned the traditional devotion to the lancet and offered less painful alternatives. By the Journal’s 50th anniversary, the vis medicatrix naturae had become so central to U.S. therapeutic practice that Harvard’s John Ware devoted the first 2 parts of a 21-part series on “General Therapeutics” to explicating the concept (1861). The philosophy of therapeutic skepticism was perhaps most famously articulated by Oliver Wendell Holmes, who remarked in 1860 that “if the whole materia medica, as now used, could be sunk to the bottom of the sea, it would be all the better for mankind — and all the worse for the fishes” (2009).

Though therapeutic skepticism was an animating force in American medicine, its more extreme incarnation, therapeutic nihilism, was never a viable solution for physicians. Doctors could not abandon heroic medicine overnight simply on the basis of numerical “proof” that bloodletting didn’t work — for no doctor worthy of the title could morally countenance doing nothing when confronted with suffering patients. Therapeutics, embedded in both matters of proof and mat-
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Therapeutic Revolutions

By the mid-19th century, however, the focus on patients’ particularities began to give way to interest in the specific causes of disease. Motivated by breakthroughs in cellular pathology, pathophysiology, and especially bacteriology, doctors increasingly came to see diseases as specific entities, each with its own specific causes, manifested as characteristic syndromes. This new model prompted doctors to seek therapies tailored to the disease and not the patient. This transformation, like other “therapeutic revolutions,” took a complex course. Old ideas about therapeutic skepticism and individualization endured, and the promise of new therapies often didn’t materialize for decades.

Consider the “revolution” launched by William Morton’s 1846 demonstration of ether anesthesia at Massachusetts General Hospital. Described in the Journal on November 18, 1846, ether anesthesia was one of the first significant medical discoveries to cross the Atlantic from west to east and transform medical practice in both North America and Europe (1846). The transformation was, however, neither rapid nor smooth. Anesthesia enabled dramatic innovation in surgery, but it also increased the dangers of surgery. Before the use of anti-septic and aseptic techniques, operative mortality and postoperative infections took a staggering toll, as any Civil War surgeon could recount. Many surgeons, long inured to the pain they inflicted, wondered whether pain relief justified the unknown risks from the new anesthetics. Surgical decision making required a delicate “calculus of suffering” in which the surgeon weighed the factors in each case, and the anesthetic “revolution” followed a more halting course than one might imagine.

By the Journal’s centennial in 1912, however, surgeons had mastered aseptic techniques and the rituals of the modern operating room. The Journal abounded with accounts of innovations in abdominal surgery (1912b, 1912e), vascular surgery (1912d), orthopedic surgery (1912e), obstetric and gynecologic surgery (1912g), and thoracic surgery (1912j) that had previously been inconceivable. The revolution in surgery required not just ether but a careful articulation of diverse processes — anesthesia and asepsis, but also the choreography of surgeons, anesthetists, scrub nurses, linens, autoclaves, and redesigned hospitals. Even those revolutions that in retrospect seem most obvious followed a complicated course.

A similar story played out in the realm of pharmacotherapy in the early 20th century. During the Journal’s centennial year, there were effusive reports on the innovations in antibacterial chemotherapy emerging from the Berlin laboratory of Paul Ehrlich, who sought a “magic bullet” — a specific therapeutic that would selectively poison a pathogenic microbe while leaving the host unharmed. After 605 failures, the antisyphilitic Compound 606 — Salvarsan — was widely hailed

Figure 3. An Ampule Containing Salvarsan, and Its Chemical Structure.

The arsenical compound Salvarsan (widely known as Compound 606) was synthesized and tested by Ehrlich and his assistants and was used to treat syphilis.
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Salvarsan also showed the conceptual limits of a reductionist approach to medicine. Syphilis was not simply a collection of signs and symptoms that followed infection by a particular pathogen. It was a complex social phenomenon, involving shame, stigma, and other moral complications associated with sexually transmitted infection. Although Salvarsan provided relief to some patients, it offered only a partial solution to a complex disease. Preserved in the archives of the Journal for that year are the voices of physicians who worried that too much of traditional practice had been lost in focusing on treating diseases and not patients. Should not students, one author worried, “also be taught the art of relieving, of soothing and comforting those who suffer, and of steadying and supporting those who walk in the valley of the shadow?” (1912a).

**Therapeutic Skepticism Revisited**

Pharmaceutical progress accelerated dramatically between the 1940s and the 1960s. Even in the context of other 20th-century therapeutic revolutions — such as psychoanalysis and cardiac surgery — the midcentury surge in pharmaceutical therapy stands out. More than 4500 new drug products entered the U.S. market in the 1950s as industry churned out new classes of therapeutic agents: broad-spectrum antibiotics, antidiabetic agents, antihypertensives, antipsychotics, antidepressants, and cholesterol-lowering medications. Of every dollar spent on pharmaceuticals in 1961, 70 cents went to drugs that had been unavailable just 10 years earlier (1962a).

This new enthusiasm provoked new forms of skepticism. By the Journal’s sesquicentennial year, Louis Goodman and other clinical pharmacologists echoed Holmes in bemoaning the “therapeutic jungle” of the 1950s wonder drugs. Other critics were concerned by what they saw as the “brainwashing” of clinicians by pharmaceutical marketing (see Fig. 4). These concerns were reflected in televised hearings on the marketing practices of the prescription-drug industry orchestrated by Senator Estes Kefauver from 1959 to 1962. The Journal offered blow-by-blow coverage of the hearings, focusing on the need for the Food and Drug Administration to formally adjudicate therapeutic efficacy and transform the research and development process (1960a, 1960b, 1961a, 1961b, 1961c).

However, passage of the Kefauver–Harris Amendments of 1962, which gave rise to the structure of phase 1, 2, and 3 clinical trials for demonstrating therapeutic efficacy, owed as much to the thalidomide tragedy as to Kefauver’s efforts. The horrors of thalidomide, the sedative–antinauseant that caused limb-reduction malformations in children of women who took the drug while pregnant, extended beyond the drug itself (2011b); as a Journal editorial noted, given the furious pace of pharmaceutical development, marketing, and consumption, “only continued and increasing vigilance can prevent the experience from being repeated” (1962b). Outside the medical profession, thalidomide would inspire even more nihilistic perspectives, embodied in popular works such as Morton Mintz’s *The Therapeutic Nightmare* and Ivan Illich’s *Medical Nemesis*. The specter of iatrogenesis these books invoked continues...
Punishing Health Care Fraud — Is the GSK Settlement Sufficient?

Kevin Otterson, J.D., LL.M.

On July 2, 2012, the Department of Justice announced the largest settlement ever in a case of health care fraud in the United States. GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) agreed to plead guilty to three criminal counts and settle civil charges brought under various federal statutes; the company will pay a total of $3 billion to the federal government and participating states. Since 2009, the federal government has collected more than $11 billion in such settlements under the False Claims Act.

In the Federal District Court in Boston a few days later, GSK pleaded guilty to two criminal counts for sales of misbranded Paxil (paroxetine) and Wellbutrin (bupropion). These drugs are considered misbranded when they are promoted for indications for which they have not been approved by the Food and Drug Administration — the practice commonly known as off-label promotion. Providers cannot be reimbursed for misbranded drugs under federal and state rules. GSK also pleaded guilty to a third crime, failing to report safety data related to Avandia (rosiglitazone). Failing to report safety data violates the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act and leads to serious questions about wheth-
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to haunt practice, from thalidomide to Vioxx, from DES to Avandia.

Extending this renaissance of skepticism, some questioned the overall role of medicine itself in improving public health. In 1962, the physician-demographer Thomas McKeown published an analysis of the decline of tuberculosis in England and Wales. Noting that the decline had begun before the bacillus was discovered and had nearly concluded before streptomycin was developed, McKeown argued that modern therapeutics had been falsely credited with public health improvements that could be better explained by secular changes in nutrition and standards of living. Similarly, those attempting to bring the benefits of modern tuberculosis drugs to impoverished populations in the 1960s realized that drugs were necessary but not sufficient for transforming health — a lesson that would be relearned through global efforts to treat malaria, tuberculosis, and HIV infection in the 21st century (2006).

RECONTEXTUALIZING THERAPEUTICS

From the leeches, lancets, and purgatives of the early 1800s to today’s targeted molecular medicines, doctors have constantly sought new and better therapies. Yet the evolution of the field of therapeutics has not been linear, and none of the therapeutic revolutions of the past two centuries have been immediate or complete. Rather, our field’s progress owes as much to changing forms of therapeutic skepticism as to changing forms of therapeutic enthusiasm.

As the locus of disease has narrowed from the afflicted person to the molecular mechanism, and the target of magic bullets has followed suit, physicians have faced regular reminders of the limits of the reductionist approach. The history of therapeutics offers a space to reflect on these more subtle logics of medical knowledge and practice, restoring our appreciation for the breadth of the physician’s task and the complexity of our mission.
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